On Drone Pilot
by Ian Hatcher

Infinite is the entanglement between words I say and words saying me, between the sound that my mouth performs and the audible movement of my body - a body I may be part of. The whispering voice may come from inside, the artificial production of sound frequencies and their amplitudes lined up to speech may come from outside. But in times of Siri this is no longer certain. She has taught us to speak in a new sound. In Ian Hatcher’s voice there are yet some moments one hears the sound of a very early synthesizer or the sound of an audio tape that is drawn too quickly past the recording head. Distributed agency, this is what Hatcher’s text and performance gives us to hear, to read, to think. There is no sense beyond this entanglement, no subjective intentionality beyond the event of this texture itself: „Distress signals pinging / Always mutually cancelling each other out.“ But the subject nevertheless tries to make sense out of it, to find its rhythm of thought, of words, of breathing: „While all this while this world is suffocating / I blend my breath with yours / How exhausting / It is to try to hold in our minds / What is happening.“ 

Drone Pilot A: The base. When the difference between the proximate and the distant becomes blurred, when the control panel in our hands finds a target some thousand miles away, the certainty of the self disappears along with the certainty of the object: „Was it a dog? It was a dog. Was it a child? It was a dog.“ The authoritarian voice tries to fix a meaning that is already scattered like the image we see through the geodesic lenses of the bee’s eye. Efforts of self assurance accompany the act that is neither far nor near but somewhere non-determinable  („In my mind’s eye I see you back in our bed / Wrapped up in a quilt cocoon and protected / From hostile outside forces.“). We search for protection of what we call a private life : „I shave my head / Raise my kids right.“ When we burn in a „flameless fire“, when we suffer „bloodless wounds“ and when we „toss without a pleasure“, then the pain and the intensity of jouissance circulate in a topology our orientation can no longer grasp. We search and so does the machine. It searches for connection but when the connection is made we may already be beyond the coordinate system. 

Hope for some self-determined time and space: that is what directs the voice through Drone Pilot B: Private. But as the voice has already learnt to speak like the voice generator of the computer, every place that harbors the promise of privacy is already connected with the public. The technological condition we live in does not dissolve these differences completely, but it continuously pushes the limits and makes any hope for something private seem anachronistic. „We will die for the right of private property“, but the private entrance to the private park is already in public: „There is no mine. There is no outside.“ The intimacy is disconnected from the difference between inside or outside, privacy and public. „I'd prefer to keep my sex life private / But maybe sometime we could try in public.“ 

I am touching my notebook with my tipping fingers. It shows me a fluid writing that I seemingly have provoked. And yet it is writing that is not mine. My notebook has in fact already connected me and my day dreams with the rhythm of the algorithm. Sometimes we still notice it, sometimes we sense kind of a strange feeling, but far more often we are already entangled in a network with a perception much faster and more subtile than ours. Once the voice has learned to speak like the voice generator, it might never be able to sound as it did before. Yes, we hear the breathing and even the sound of the spit on the tongue. But the sacral chorus invoking the mother three times soon begins to stumble. The connection is made by the technical apparatus and not by the intensity of faith. However there is a deep melancholy that gives its color to the voice and its gesture to the lyrics. Is this melancholy the last resistance of a disappearing sensitivity? Or is it the „inverted archive“ and the first appearance of a subjectivity freeing itself from binary logics that have lost their grasp a long time ago? Perhaps we can beginn to care about the target of a drone pilot once we realize that there are no objects in the world that could be set up as opposed to us, separated or isolated from us.  
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